Bridges and Tunnels Kit

Materials:
- K’Nex Education: Intro to Structures
  - Bridge Building Kit
  - Instruction Booklet
- K’Nex Education DVD: Introduction to Bridges

Books and Supplemental Materials
- Bridges and Tunnels: Investigate Feats of Engineering with 25 Projects (Build It Yourself) by Donna Latham
- Bridges: Amazing Structures to Design, Build, & Test by Carol A. Johmann
- Building Big: Bridges DVD
- Building Big: Tunnels DVD
Lost or Damaged Items

In the case of lost or damaged materials, you will be charged according to the following list:

Materials:
- Clear Backpack - $11.99
- K’Nex Education: Intro to Structures - $29.98*

*For incidental pieces, you will be charged $0.50 per piece.

Books and Supplemental Materials
- Bridges and Tunnels: Investigate Feats of Engineering with 25 Projects (Build It Yourself) by Donna Latham - $10.39
- Bridges: Amazing Structures to Design, Build, & Test by Carol A. Johmann - $7.71
- Building Big: Bridges DVD - $15.93
- Building Big: Tunnels DVD - $15.93